
Customer  Review  on  Pumpkin
2GB  RAM  Android  5.1  Car
Stereo Universal 2 Din

► Scope of delivery
– 7 Inch Touchscreen Radio
– 2x ISO Cabel
– External Microphone
– GPS Antenna
– Wifi / 3G LTE Antenna
– 3G module
– AUX Cabel
– Android Manual
– Assembly instructions
– Warranty card

► Material/quality/appearance/processing
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The processing of the Pumpkin radio is very high quality, you
notice this immediately when you unpack it.The radio has a
matte black finish. The knobs and buttons are very stable,
feel comfortable and have a good press point.The silver chrome
accents look unique.Once turn on the radio, you’ll be
convinced by the great 7-inch display with the nice tidy
homescreen.

Through the touch screen in combination with the ‘real’
buttons,the radio is really a perfect device, you can control
without direct viewing. You can change the home button color
in the system.

► Technical data

The radio has a quad-core (cortex A9 Sofia3GR) with 1.6 GHz,
2GB DDR3 RAM and the internal memory is 16 GB.With this data,
the Android 5.1 system running fluidly and without problems.
You can install and play current games on the radio.

The radio supports GPS (preloaded with the Google maps APP),
Bluetooth, steering wheel remote control, Wi-Fi, 3 G, FM, am,
RDS, OBD2

► GPS

Through the supplied GPS antenna,the navigation runs very
well.The site search takes just a few seconds after switching
on and is extremely accurate.  I have experienced no GPS
dropouts. Together with the Google Maps app, the navigation is
super easy to adjust because it works like the route planner
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on the PC or on the phone.

The radio has a TF card reader. This reads standard micro SD
card which is used for the extension of the store. (E.g. maps
for different countries)

► FM Radio

The radio works fine, it is easy to use. You can save 5 radio
stations on the quick selection box and many more on the
detailed program page.

In particular, I find that you can control the volume via the
buttons. So you can look the radio even without use. This is
definitely a plus point of this radio model

► Sound quality

The radio impresses me not only with its easy operation, but
also by a super sound.The radio has 4 audio outputs with each
“real” 50 watt.The heights are very clear and the basses have
a rich sound.

► Bluetooth

The Bluetooth connection is initialized in a few seconds the
first time. Each additional time you have to do nothing
more.The phone will connect automatically when it is in range
of the car. This is very handy, then the radio has a



speakerphone and it is activated directly when it is connected
via Bluetooth.
You will never lose a thought if you get a call in the car,
whether you take the phone in your hand or used or the
headset. 

► Wifi, Wlan, 3G
The radio convinces with extremely many high-end features. So,
as a Wi-Fi access inside the car radio can build up. Friends
and family can connect to it and thus surf the Internet over
3G.

► Operating system
The OS is Android 5.1 lollipop. Overall the UI is very
easy.You can choose between two surface design. Personalize
you can the radio of course, E.g. with an own background
image.

Of course, that you can install using the APKInstaller normal
APPs from the store of the play on the radio is a highlight of
the radio.There are no limits: games/games, other navigation
apps or speed camera apps are only a small part of the
practical application for the radio.

My Special favorite app is the app with voice control. As a
result, you can enable the Google search when driving or start
also a navigation.

► Suitable Cars
The radio has a 2 DIN standard form and thus fits in much
cars.
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► Conclusion
Overall, the price/performance ratio of this radio is not to
beat. He keeps everything he promises and can be controlled
touch screen through the incredibly easy. He has extremely
many features that were described above.

Get more details about this head unit
here: http://ift.tt/2fZiSA3
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